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HYDROCARBON OIL DUTIES ACT 1986
EXCEPTED VEHTCLES (AMENDMENT OF SCHEDULE 5 TO THË
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In accordance wÍth article

Comrng into operation

I

In exercise of the powers conferred on the Treasury by section 180 of the Customs and Ercise
Management Act 1986('), as applied by section 28(2) of the Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act 1986(b),
and of all other powers enabling it in that behalf, the following Order is hereby made:-

Citation, commencement and interpretation

(1) This Order may be cited as the Excepted Vehicles (Amendment of Schedule 5 to
1.
the Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act 1986) Order 2007.
(2)

Subject to section 180(3) of the Customs and Excise Management Act 1986, this
Order comes into operation as follows

-

, (a)
(b)

articles 1 to 8 on ls April 2007, and
afticles 9 and 10 on 1* April 2008.

Amendment

2.
3.

Schedule 5(') to the Hydrocarbon Oil Duties Act 1986 is amended as follows.

In paragrap¡

*(2)

2{a)

(tractors), for sub-paragraphs (2) and (3) substitute

In sub-paragraph (1), "agricultural tractor" means a tractor which

(")

(c)

(d)

-

(a)

is designed and constructed primarily for use othen¡rise than
on roads, and

(b)

is used on public roads solely for

(¡)
(ii)
(b)

-

-

purposes relating to agriculture, hofticulture or forestry;

cutting verges bordering public roads; or

1986 c.34.
1986 c.35.
Schedule 5 was last substituted by S.D. No. 545195, and subsequent amendments have been made to it by S.D. No. 167100
Paragraph 2 was last amended by S.D. No. 167100 to remove reference to an "off-road tractor".
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(iii)
Following paragraph 3 inseft

4

cutting hedges or trees bordering public roads or
bordering verges which border public roads.".

-

"Agricultural material handlers

3A, (1)
(Z)
which is -

'

An agricultural material handler is an excepted vehicle.

In sub-paragraph (1), an "agricultural material handler" means a vehicle

(a)

designed and constructed primarily for use otherwise than on
roads,

(b)
(c)

designed to lift goods or burden, and
used on public roads solely for

(i)
(ii)
(ii¡)

cutting verges bordering public roads; or
cutting hedges or trees bordering public roads or
bordèring verges which border public roads.".

, "(2)

6

purposes relating to agriculture, hofticulture or forestry;

At the end of paragraph 4 (agricultural engines) (which becomes sub-paragraph (1))

5.

add

-

In sub-paragraph (1), "agricultural engine" means a vehicle which

-

(a)

is designed and constructed primarily for use otherwise than
on roads,

(b)

is designed, and used, solely for purposes relating to agriculture,
horticulture or forestry,

(c)

is used on public roads only for proceeding to and from the place
where it is to be or has been used for those purposes, and

(d)

when so proceeding does not carry any load except such as is
necessary for its propulsion or for the operation of any machinery
built-in or permanently attached to the vehicle.".

Following paragraPh 4 inseft

-

"Agricultural processing vehicles

4A. (1)
(2)
which -

An agricultural processing vehicle is an excepted vehicle.

In sub-paragraph (1), an "agricultural processing vehicle" means a vehicle

(a)

is used for the conveyance of built-in processing machinery,
2

(b)isusedonpublicroadsonlyforproceedingtoandfromtheplace
and
where that processing machinery is to be used'

(c)whensoproceedingdoesnotc.arry'anyloadexceptsuchasis

n...r.ury for its pópulsion or for the operation of any machinery
built-in or permanently attached to the vehicle'

7

In paragraPh 9 (mobile cranes)

(a)
(b)

-

in sub-paragraph (2Xa) omit "and";
in sub-paragraph (zxb), for "equipment" substitute

"the operation of built-in lifting apparatus"'

(c)

following sub-paragraph (2)(b) add -

"(c)

and
if its maximum gross weight exceeds 3'500 kilograms'

(d)insub-paragraph(c),.maximumgrossweight',hasthesamemeaning
asinrequlation3oftheRoadVeÑcles(MaintenanceandUse)
Regulaíron szo)zþ)'"'
B

Following ParagraPh 9 inseft

-

"Mobile PumPing vehicles

94. (1)

A mobile pumping vehicle is an excepted vehicle'

(2)Insub-paragraph(1),a'.mobilepumpingvehicle,,meansavehicle_

(a)

iff:Jil.ï:ï:.J,,i,î

jfåiï:J.",LT:.i lil"' åiiïJåLilì:

specifred in sub-ParagraPh (3),

(b)

(c)

which is used on public roads only

-

(i)

is being
when the vehicle is stationary and the ?um.p
immediate
used to pump material from a point in the
vicinitY to another such Point' or

(ii)

place
for the purposes of proceeding to and from a
and
where the þump is to be or has been used'

which when so proceeding' does not carry

-

(i) the material that is to be or has been pumped' or
for the
any other load except such- as is necessary
(ii)
\/própulsionorequipmentofthevehicleorforthe
oPeration of the PumP'

(2Xa) are that each of the
The requirements referred to in sub-paragraph
(3)
pump and jib is

-

(')

s.D. No.673lo2

J

(a)
(b)

built in as part of the vehicle, and
designed so that material pumped by the pump is delivered to
a desired height or depth through piping that

-

(i)
(ii)

is attached to the pump and the jib, and
is raised or lowered to that height or depth by operation
of the jib.",

9

Omit paragraph 12 (road construction vehicles)'

10.

Following paragraph 13 insed

-

"Road surfacing vehicles

134. (1)

(2)

A road surfacing vehicle is an excepted vehicle.

In sub-paragraph (1), "road sufacing vehicle" means a vehicle which

-

(a)

is designed and constructed to peform an operation necessary
to construct or restore the suface of a road,

(b)

does not carry any load on a public road except such as is
necessary for its propulsion or for the operation of any
machinery built-in or permanently attached to the vehicle, and

(c)

has a maximum speed not exceeding 20 kilometres per hour.

Tar sprayers

138. (1)

(Z)

A tar sprayer is an excepted vehicle.

"tar sprayer" means a vehicle which is constructed
or p.rtànuntly adapted, and used, solely for spraying tar on to the road or for
proceeding to and from the place where it is to be used or has been used for that
purpose.".
Made this

In sub-paragraph (1),

t

a

2007

day of

Minister for the Treasury

4

EXPI.ANATORY NOTE
(This note is not Part of the Order)

Act 1986. schedule 5 is concerned
This order amends schedule 5 to the Hydrocarbon oil Duties
may legitimately use
with so-caltea "excepieJ uàr'¡.1.r", that is to say certain vehicles which
rebated oil when used on the public roads'
tractor", "agricultural engines"
Amendments are made to the existing definitions of "agricultural
created covering "agricultural
and'.mobile cranes,,, New categories of excepted veh¡ães are
pumping vehicles"' These
material handlers",'tagricultural processing vËhicles" and "mobile
changes have effect from ls April2007.
construction vehicles" replaced by
Fufther changes from ls April 200g see the category for "road
two new categories cOvering "road sUrfacing vehicles" and'*tar Sprayers"'

